I present an informal discussion of various cases where two-dimensional surface metal-insulator structural and charge-density-wave instabilities driven by partly filled surface states have been advocated. These include reconstructions of clean semiconductor surfaces and of W(100) and Mo(100), as well as anomalies on the hydrogen-covered surfaces H/W(110) and H/Mo(110), and possibly alkali-covered surfaces such as K/Cu(111). In addition I will also discuss the opposite type of phenomena, namely surface insulator-metal transitions, which can be argued to occur on α−Ga(001), high-temperature Ge(111), and probably Be(0001).
I. INTRODUCTION
Mainly because they historically involved different people and different techniques, but probably also because each field had developed its own ad hoc theory, the subjects of surface structure and structural transitions, surface electronic states, and surface lattice vibrations are generally treated as disconnected.
As I see it, the main scope of this book, and of the hearty Bad Honnef discussions which the book summarizes, is precisely to remind all of us of how much these areas are, on the contrary, very much connected and intimately tangled with one another. I will discuss here, more specifically, two different instances, pertinent to crystal surfaces, where this tangling becomes of dramatic importance.
The first instance, is that whenever there are partly filled electronic surface states on a solid surface, then this sort of 2D metallic situation may be unstable. The surface structure develops a tendency to rearrange -in most cases it will reconstruct, giving rise to a new surface periodicity -in such a way as to become a 2D insulator. My shorthand reference to this class of systems will be to speak of a Surface Metal-Insulator (SMI) transition. After general remarks, and qualifications on charge-density waves, I shall devote Section 2 to a bird's eye view over some of the most popular SMI cases. From these specific examples I shall also try to draw more general wisdom, in some cases related to other contributions in the present volume.
The second instance, is that there are now also examples (identified at least in theory), of what may be seen, in an imprecise sense, as the opposite phenomenon to SMI taking place. In systems where the bulk balance between metal and insulator (or semimetal, or very covalent metal) is only weakly tilted in favor of the latter, the balance will generally change at the surface. Here, the fully metallic state has a chance to prevail, even if only locally. Interestingly, in the cases where it does prevail, at least at low temperatures, the final metallic coating at the surface of the bulk nonmetal can be argued to have a function which is related to surface states, in this case to non -existing ones. The function is in fact that of removing the 2D metallic Fermi surface of the half-filled surface states which the nonmetal surface would otherwise inevitably have if it did not transform into a metal.
In this sense, the surface metallization transition is also driven by half-filled surface states, although in reverse. I will call these cases Surface Insulator-Metal (SIM) transitions, to be discussed in Section 3.
In the spirit of a series of introductive remarks to the more technical subject matter of this book, this paper will be quite informal,and totally devoid of either rigor or completeness.
The accent will rather fall on a variety of controversial points, in an attempt to stimulate progress, whenever possible, through discussion.
II. SURFACE METAL-INSULATOR (SMI) TRANSITIONS A. General remarks
It is obvious that a crystal surface, or more precisely a semi-infinite 3D crystal, cannot generally be treated as simply a 2D system. However, it is also true that atoms at a surface possess a lower coordination, sort of half-way between 3D and 2D, which automatically requires a reassessment of chemical bonding at a surface relative to that of a bulk. Furthermore in some cases, like that of narrow well-defined surface electron and phonon states, it is possible to map a surface onto a straight 2D problem.
If one glances at the periodic table of the (3D!) elements, one finds that a majority of them are metals, under ordinary conditions. If instead of three-dimensional, however, our world was only two-or one-dimensional, one of the ways in which it would look different would be a dramatic decrease of elemental metals. In lower dimensions, lower atomic coordination reduces the bandwidth and therefore the electron kinetic energy gain which stabilizes metals, while both electron-electron and electron-lattice interactions have no smaller role, favoring an insulating state.
Electron-electron repulsion generally leads to magnetism, Mott insulators, and the like.
While there is no reason of principle why that should not be relevant to surfaces, I am not aware well-established cases of surface magnetic instability or reconstruction, at least for bulk nonmagnetic sp-bonded elements. I will thus not discuss this possibility any further.
Apart from the additional exciting possibility of surface superconductivity in a metal whose bulk is normal, of which again I do not know a proven case , electron-lattice coupling tends to lead to a surface insulating state too, of the regular band type. Starting from an ideal surface, the SMI transition generally coincides with a structural, reconstruction, phase transition. In analogy with other structural phase transitions, the SMI transition may be gentle, or as one says displacive, or it may be dramatic, or reconstructive. The former type involves a small periodic distortion of the lattice at and near the surface, similar to a frozenin surface phonon, with a corresponding gapping of the electronic surface states. The latter implies instead some kind of drastic rearrangement of atomic populations and positions, including creation of vacancies, adatoms, missing rows, etc., and a variety of rebonding possibilities, with the only common end result of a large insulating gap between filled and empty surface states.
The displacive SMI's can be generally classified as charge-density waves (CDW's) [1] , to be discussed below. The reconstructive SMI's are less universal, more system-specific in their mechanism. I will briefly allude, very incompletely, to some of them in the subsection devoted to semiconductor surfaces.
B. Charge-density waves : weak and strong-coupling Consider a surfaces which does, in its ideal bulk-like geometry, possess well-defined partly filled electronic surface states, forming a 2D Fermi sea. The density response function of this 2D Fermi sea is peaked at the spanning, or nesting, vector 2k F . The peak may be strongly enhanced by two separate factors. The first, is the presence of large portions of the Fermi surface, separated side by side by the same 2k F vector (nesting [2] ). The second, is a large electron-electron exchange interaction [3] [4] [5] . When the density response peak at 2k F diverges, this signals a CDW. The 2D Fermi surface response influences also surface vibrations, so that Kohn anomalies are also generated at momentum 2k F . When the CDW sets in, the Kohn anomaly is automatically large enough to drive a soft surface phonon, and there will be a displacive change of structure. The surface lattice undergoes a periodic distortion, of spatial periodicity close to 2π/2k F , and amplitude proportional to the CDW order parameter ∆. The outcome of the CDW and its periodic lattice distortion is to eliminate as much of the original 2D Fermi surface as possible, tending to pair electrons into new completely filled states, separated by a band gap 2∆ from new completely empty states. Due to the lattice involvement, a large electron-phonon coupling at 2k F will clearly favor CDW's, besides the purely electronic factors such as nesting, and exchange.
The general ideas behind this kind of displacive SMI transitions (under various names: excitonic insulator [4] [5], charge-density waves [1] , band Jahn-Teller effect [6] [7], Peierls instability [8] , etc) go back to the fifties and sixties. The possibility of their occurrence on surfaces was raised in the seventies [9] [10] [11] [12], and need not be discussed in great detail here. However, in view of the quite common confusion and controversy, often purely semantic, which these different terms and names appear to generate, it may be useful to remind ourselves about CDW's in general.
At the general level, before entering a discussion specific to surfaces, an important distinction must be made, between weak-coupling CDW's, (WCDW) which include Overhauser's original state [1] , and strong-coupling CDW's, (SCDW), far more common in nature. In both WCDW and SCDW the energy gain is electronic: the gap order parameter 2∆ implies a reduction of electron kinetic energy, which in 1D is of order ∆ 2 |ln ∆| in the former, and of order ∆ (asymptotically) in the latter [12] . The size of the electronic gap relative to the phonon energies is the dividing line between the two.
The small gap of WCDW's generally make them nonadiabatic phenomena, while SCDW's can be essentially adiabatic, due to their large gap. Due to nonadiabaticity, WCDW's ought to be sensitive to isotopic substitution, a test which, as far as I know, has never been tried.
What drives thermal disordering, and the eventual phase transition to an undistorted state above a critical temperature T c , is also different in the two cases. In a WCDW, thermal disordering takes place largely due to electronic entropy. When k B T ∼ ∆, electron-hole pairs are excited across the gap, which gradually loses its reason for stability, and disappears at T c , alongside with the periodic lattice distortion. The lattice plays a minor role in disordering, it simply accompanies the electronic distortion. The latter could in fact even take place, driven by exchange, in the absence of a lattice distortion, as in spin-density-waves (SDW) [3] .
SCDW's represent the opposite limit. Here, electron pairs are very strongly bound. They constitute a kind of ordered superlattice of weak chemical bonds, since here the relative size of the pair is comparable with the lattice spacing, ξ/a ∼ ∆/E F ∼ 1. There is a strong tendency of the distortion to abandon the exact 2k F periodicity, in favor of some level of commensurability with the original lattice. The electronic energy gain is entirely spread over the Brillouin Zone, (one ought to keep in mind, however, that even in the WCDW, the energy gain does not strictly originate near k F ! The gain would only be ∆ 2 in that case, not ∆ 2 |ln ∆| as it actually is. The |ln ∆| factor is due to electrons in the rest of the BZ, away from k F ). In strong coupling, the electronic gap is always much larger than k B T , electron entropy is irrelevant, and lattice entropy is instead what drives the order-disorder transition [13] . At very high temperature, in fact, the undistorted lattice is favored, as its higher symmetry implies a larger entropy. At the critical point T c , electron pairing is not undone, as was the case in the WCDW. Pairs remain bound, but simply become incoherent with one another. In other words, the lattice remains locally distorted most of the time.
However, the distortion fluctuates in space and time, and true long-range order is lost.
It must be stressed that only at some higher temperature T o , way above T c , will the shortrange distortion gradually dissolve, and a final crossover take place to a truly undistorted, ordered state. Above this crossover, fast thermal lattice fluctuations restore an ungapped band structure, through a process which has not been studied in sufficient detail, but which must be akin to motional narrowing [14] . In surface physics, semiconductors are unique, in that essentially all of their surfaces are reconstructed. This can be traced back to the strong covalency of their bulk band structure.
As is well-known, covalency requires electronic states to hybridize, and then to overlap, so that filled states correspond to bonds, empty states to antibonds, with a large energy gap in between. At the surface, hybrid orbitals pointing outwards remain as dangling bonds, with energy at mid-gap, as appropriate for a collapse between bonds and antibonds. The dangling bonds constitute therefore sharp surface states (they fall in the bulk energy gap), and are only half-filled (they are crossed by the Fermi level).
The uniqueness of covalent systems as opposed to, for example, regular metals, is that bulk covalent bonding is so directional and inflexible, that it will generally cost too much energy to locally readjust wavefunctions at the surface, without some major lattice rearrangement. In other words, it is not possible to fully rehybridize away the very costly half-filled dangling bonds. Radical rehybridization in fact would cause too much energetic disruption, particularly to the "back bonds" between first and second atomic layer. Orbital readjustment is, on the contrary, generally possible and very easy on the surface of a good metal, which has no bulk energy gap, and where covalency is unimportant. Semiconductor surfaces are thus stuck with half-filled dangling bonds, which constitute a nearly ideal 2D metallic system, prone to SMI instabilities of one kind or another. They are so unstable, that the strict necessity for the surface to passivate itself, and become a 2D insulator, is the key to understanding in essence all microscopic semiconductor surface physics, including structure, vibrations, and electronic states.
As a consequence, the tendency towards an SMI instability, and the associated energy gain, are very large on semiconductor surfaces. A typical order of magnitude is 0.2÷0.3
eV /surface atom, calculated for clean (111) surfaces of diamond-structure group IV semiconductors. Due to that, there seems to be on semiconductors, contrary to my original suggestions [9] [10] [11] , relatively little room for weaker displacive reconstructions such as WCDW's. I will return to this point, however, at the end of this section.
The majority of stable semiconductor surfaces instead undergo large reconstructive SMIdriven rearrangements. A well-known example is Pandey's π-bonded chain model, [16] which explains the (2×1) state of the cleaved (111) surfaces of diamond [17] , Si [18] Ge [19] , and α-Sn (111) [20] , which are free of adatoms. Another example is that of the adatom reconstructions, with the DAS model by Takayanagi et al [21] for Si(111)7×7, and the simpler but related adatom model for Ge(111) c(2×8) [22] . In the (2×1) π-bonded chain model, one back bond per surface cell is broken and shifted, so that a good resonant overlap of dangling bonds becomes possible along polyacetylene-like surface chains. On diamond (111), there appears even to be a weak dimerization of the chain [17] , which is then totally similar to polyacetylene [23] . In adatom reconstructions instead, strikingly, the reconstruction-induced real-space electron pairing is ionic. Here, concerted and opposite relaxations ( inwards for adatoms, outwards for free first-layer atoms, called restatoms) lead to transfer of an electron from the adatom, whose dangling bond remains empty, to the restatom, whose dangling bond becomes doubly occupied. This is an example of Anderson's "negative U" [24] , not the only one in semiconductors and semiconductor surfaces [25] [26] . Finally, besides adatoms, also surface vacancies are predicted to have an interesting interplay with reconstructions of semiconductors. One example is the strong √ 3 × √ 3 buckling distortion which has been predicted to decorate the neighborhood of a vacancy on ideal Ge(111) [27] Are there then any CDW's on semiconductor surfaces? Actually, the answer is affirmative : but they are all very strong coupling SCDW's, so strong that they hardly ever deconstruct at a reasonably low temperature. The dimer reconstruction of Si and Ge(100) [28] [29] can be seen as a very large amplitude SCDW. The up-down buckling which stabilizes the π-bonded chain (2 × 1) reconstruction of Si, Ge, and α−Sn (111) [18] [19] [20] , and the dimerization which stabilizes that of diamond (111) [17] are also examples of SCDWs, since the chain would be a 1D metal without them.
Finally, detailed calculations show that even on the ideal clean Ge (111) Amusingly, the behavior of the (001) surfaces of these bcc metals is just reversed (at least for the nonmagnetic ones) with respect to their bulk. On these faces, it turns out, there are dangling-bond-like surface states [32] , analogous to the case of semiconductors, and here too, they fall at mid (pseudo-) gap. Moreover, the ideal surface electronic structure is quite similar for pairs of bcc transition metals which differ by just one electron, like Ta vs. W, and
Nb vs. Mo. Because of that one electron difference, however, the surface states are partly filled in W and in Mo(001), but totally empty in Ta and Nb(001) [33] . Electron counting, the very reason for bulk instability of Nb and Ta, has now become a reason for surface stability.
Exactly the opposite is true for Mo and W : on the (001) surfaces of these very stable metals, one now expects electronic instabilities, and surface phonon anomalies, possibly leading to some kind of surface-state driven SMI transition. The reconstructions which Estrup et al.
[34], and King et al. [35] [36] ,and by their disappearance from Mo and W(001) upon H adsorption [46] . A large phenomenology (also in agreement with later electronic structure calculations) suggests in addition that coupling is relatively large, and the electron pair correlations length is correspondingly short. Under these circumstances, the effect of electronic forces may be mimicked in a first approximation by an additional short-range force between surface atoms. In other words, the net effect of half-filled states onto ionic motion can be cast into a pure, unretarded classical potential, much in the same way that an electronic bond in a solid or a molecule can often be replaced by a classical spring [42] [43] . If this picture is admittedly crude, it not outrageously so in strong coupling, and has the enormous advantage to allow an accurate treatment of everything else, related specifically with the position, dynamics, and statistical mechanics of the ions. In fact, for everything except electronic structure, which obviously it does not treat, it is found that this model works quantitatively, correctly describing how the distortions is largely, but not entirely in the first layer [43] , the surface phonons, including a very elusive mode at k=0 [49] [50], the thermal deconstruction behavior, which exhibits both displacive and order-disorder features [51] , the soft phonon behavior with temperature [52] [53] [54] [46] . It also predicts a large difference between a deconstruction T c around 280 K, and a much higher crossover T o , expected around 800 K on W(001) [55] .
For Mo(001), the classical force model suggests that lack of exact c(2×2) commensurability (formerly described as incommensurate [34] , and subsequently found to be higher order c(7
need not be strictly due to a Fermi surface surface effect [36] , but may also arise due to competition between in-plane and bulk-mediated purely lattice forces, giving rise to soft phonon modes away from, but close to, high-symmetry kpoints [42] [58] [59] . It is in fact possible, by modifying slightly the interaction parameters [60] from the somewhat arbitrary values adopted in an earlier study [59] , to reproduce rather closely the c(7
o structure recently reported for Mo(001) [61] . Very reasonable geometries are also obtained [62] , using the phenomenological potentials developed by Carlsson [63] .
As for electronic states, their accurate description at T=0, and their thermal evolution at and across the transition, the situation is less clear. Local density calculations, at the best of their accuracy, confirm that a displacive reconstruction lowers the energy, and suggest a rather large gain in the order of 0.1 eV per surface atom at T = 0 [41] ( against the 0.03 eV which realistically explain the observed transition temperature [51] [52] and distortion magnitudes [43] ). Photoelectron spectroscopy has been contradictory, with papers first suggesting the irrelevance [64] , and more recently the relevance of the 2D Fermi surface and its gapping across T c both on W(001) [65] , and Mo(001) [66] .
In this connection, I would like to call attention to the fact, often overlooked (but not al- understood via SOS models [71] , which show that due to proliferation above T c of an excess of one type of steps (antiphase domain walls), say 1×3 steps, over the opposite type, say 1×1 steps, leads a shift of the 1/2 order spot towards smaller k-vector abobe deconstruction [72] . This feature is sometimes referred to as "chirality" [73] .
Also on the c(2×2) distorted surface of W(001), one can consider the role of antiphase domain walls [43] . Chirality is expected here too, because of the obvious inequivalence of "heavy" and "light" walls. For example, the current model for the c(7 On the experimental side, if this speculation is correct, I would expect that a surface scattering tool, sensitive to ions instead of electrons, but still sensitive enough to short-range order effects, should be able to pick up again the same incommensurability above T c ,as the He scattering probe does.
Another point I would like to make is that it can be argued, interestingly, that a wall will necessarily involve a local vertical displacement too. This can be understood equivalently in terms of (a) the lattice dynamics of the flat, unreconstructed surface, implying mixing of the Hence, I expect a downward displacement in the center of a light wall, and conversely an upward displacement at a heavy wall center. If light walls proliferate, and also move, they should carry with them this downwards surface buckling.
It would be interesting to try to pick up these vertical displacements, either in the reconstructed state of Mo(001), or on the just-deconstructed state of W(001) slighly above T c .
As it turns out, unfortunately, X-ray data are relatively insensitive to vertical displacements, so much that the amount of buckling on Mo(001) is unknown, at least so far [75] . The large sensitivity of He scattering, conversely, may offer an additional clue as to why a wall proliferation should be revealed so effectively in that experiment.
On the theory side, this idea could in principle be pursued quantitatively via simulations based on classical hamiltonians (ab initio ones being far too time-consuming, at this stage).
The required simulations would need considerably larger sizes than those employed in our earlier studies [51] [52] . Some evidence for incommensurability, had in fact occasionally been seen at short times in those earlier simulations, even with their very limited cell sizes. [76] .
A final question pertinent to that scenario is : what happens to the surface state at an antiphase domain wall? The standard soliton picture [23] would suggest a mid-gap state, localized at the wall. In this case, it would correspond more or less directly, to the dangling bonds of the center atom in the wall. It would possess a dispersion parallel, but not perpendicular to the wall. Moreover, the vertical displacement of the center atom would control its energy, and therefore its electron filling. Altogether, it would seem exciting to pursue this concept, and attempt a detection of such a domain wall surface state.
E. Clean Cu(111) : incipient CDW's on noble metals?
The (111) (111) "neck" of the 3D noble metal Fermi surface [78] . Physical effects connected with this his surface state are further addressed by Inglesfield and his collaborators [79] Probably due to a strong screening of exchange by the underlying bulk, to the insufficient nesting which provided by the approximately circular shape, and to depth mismatch, the 2D Fermi surface is unable to drive a CDW (or an SDW) on these surfaces, which remain undistorted and metallic. The surface phonons at 2k F decay as exp(−z/z 2k F ) below the surface plane (z = 0) with a penetration depth z 2k F which is large, since 2k F is small. The corresponding penetration depth of the surface electronic state at ±k F is not the same. On
Cu (111) it is possibly smaller, in other cases it might be larger. Quite generally, the mismatch between penetration depths of surface electron and phonon states is a likely factor to reduce the coupling between the two, and suppress or limit the occurrence of surface CDW's. A relative paucity of CDW examples has been noted by Kevan [80] . Depth mismatch is likely to be one important factor behind it.
On Cu (111), where there is no stable CDW, and moreover no strong Kohn anomaly has been found in the surface phonon spectrum, there is nonetheless a direct evidence that the surface response is high at 2k F . Recent low-temperature STM topographs have shown spatial oscillations, with the right periodicity 2π/2k F ≈ 15Å, decorating the neighborhood of Fe surface impurities. [81] . In the light of these results, SDW's or CDW's might perhaps be suspected to be incipient on this and similar surfaces.
In reality, however, CDW's are probably still far from incipient. It should be again stressed in this regard that STM and He scattering are two tools which greatly overemphasize the Fermi surface, since they couple directly to it. The underlying overall energetics associated with these surface oscillations, including for example the resulting indirect interaction between surface impurities via bulk electronic states [82] [83], and via surface states [84] [85],is in fact likely to be small in this case [80] . A well-defined Kohn anomaly, i.e. a dip in the surface phonons at 2k F , remains a mandatory piece of evidence, for CDW's incipiency. At first, the proposition looks attractive. After all, there was already a surface state on clean Cu (111), with a possibly incipient CDW (see above), before the alkali was deposited.
Maybe the surface state can get a little flatter, or it can get better coupled, or else maybe the metallic alkali monolayer may screen out the electric field [86] , tilting the balance a little towards CDW's. Maybe; but a few extra facts make it all a little less simple, to say the least.
One fact is that the effect is absent for good quality surfaces, and shows up only after a dose of scratching and crude roughening. Another fact is the remarkable reproducibility of the narrow antiabsorption frequency, which ought to show at least inhomogeneous broadening if due to CDW pinning. Yet another, is that there is experimental proof that alkali coverage alters the surface state picture very substantially.
The behavior of noble metal (111) surface states with alkali adsorption has been recently quite well characterized [89] [90]. For very small coverage θ ≤ 0.1, the clean-surface state described in Section 2.4 survives, although slightly pushed down in energy, closer to bulk states. In this regime, one might perhaps imagine a tendency for the alkali adatom density to become modulated in some interesting relationship with the 2k F charge oscillation they generate in the surface. As coverage increases, however, the surface state is pushed right into the bulk continuum, and it disappears altogether. At the same time, the work function decreases, and an image state, initially several eV's above E F , is descending. At the met-allization coverage, the alkali metal condenses into islands of coverage one, and this state suddenly drops below the Fermi level, forming a new partly filled surface state. It has about the same 2k F of around 0.4Å −1 as for the clean surface, but with a mass perhaps 4 times larger, whence E F is correspondingly smaller, 0.11 eV instead of 0.44 [91] . The character of this state is now partly alkali, and partly Cu, and its penetration depth is at least a factor 2 smaller than the clean surface state.
This new surface state could now drive a CDW, and it could do that effectively, since the factor 4 in the mass will also multiply the response at 2k F . But why should this CDW require roughness, or disorder, or possibly impurities, and refuse to show up on clean, smooth surfaces? And why should an inhomogeneously pinned CDW yield nonetheless a single, welldefined pinning frequency? Is there perhaps a reason why the new Fermi energy and the antiabsorbtion peak frequency are so close? Shouldn't a diffraction study pick up signs of at least some, even blurred, CDW scattering, anyway, before we believe it?
To an outside spectator, the 0.1 eV feature actually looks more like a 2D plasmon, localized and made accessible to optical detection by disorder and imperfections. Being determined by the full coverage 2D electron density the (wavevector integrated) plasma frequency is sharp, and independent of mean coverage, disorder, etc. Is this a true alternative explanation?
The answer to these questions and speculations is unknown, and must be postponed to the future. The evidence, first found by Hulpke et al. [92] [38]is of an extremely sharp, onedimensional-like dip in the surface phonon spectrum. Comparison with e.g., the phonons of the quasi-one-dimensional chain compound KCP [93] is striking : it is hard to tell the two apart. Similarly striking is a comparison with the calculated phonon/phason/ampliton spectrum of a single 1D chain, carried out long ago within mean-field theory, [94] [95]and reproduced in Fig.1 . The extremely large slope |dω/dk| of the lower surface mode near the anomaly at k = Q simply demands an electronic explanation (a Fermi velocity is typically 10÷100 times larger than a sound velocity), and disfavors at the outset the alternative (and otherwise attractive) non-electronic interpretations for the anomaly [98] .A substantial embarrassment to the surface state community comes from the fact that there was, prior to the discovery of this anomaly, no compelling reason, as to why of all surfaces, precisely H/W(110) should suddenly develop, at full coverage and only there, such a strong Kohn anomaly, and a one-dimensional one on top of that! There are in fact partly filled surface states on this surface, and their 2D Fermi surface, as extracted from photoemission data, had been previously reported [96] . But the nesting suggested by that data, was neither strong, nor did it possess a k-vector strikingly close to the observed phonon anomaly. experiments, and simulations, should be able to enlighten further this aspect, which seems crucial in order to make contact with photoemission.
What about hydrogen? Do the adsorbed hydrogens play any additional role, other than just conveniently shifting pre-existing surface states so that they yield an anomaly?
EELS data suggest an affirmative answer, with an unusual continuum of H-related modes puzzlingly terminating at 850 cm −1 , and a coalescence of higher frequency modes when the coverage approaches one monolayer, where the anomalous continuum also appears. Balden et al. [98] noted this, and suggested a 2D hydrogen fluid, as the explanation. This is however puzzling, in view of the apparent independence of all phenomenology from either temperature, or isotopic substitution of D in place of H. A. Alpha-gallium (001) α−Ga is an unusual metal in many ways. It consists of covalently bonded Ga 2 molecules or dimers, which have enough overlap to metallize, along (buckled) planes. Parallel to these planes, the metallic conductivity is reasonably high. Between the planes, however, there is mostly covalent Ga 2 bonding, and the conductivity is poorer, semi-metallic. In the bulk Ga phase diagram, semi-metallic α−Ga has the lowest energy under ordinary conditions. However, other phases, such as Ga III, compete closely with α−Ga. In these phases, molecular bonds and covalency are absent, and metallicity is unmitigated, as in Al.
At sufficiently high pressure and temperature, the fully metallic phases eventually prevail [103] .
What should the stable structure of a close-packed surface of α− Ga , such as the (001) face, look like? On the ideal α−Ga(001) face, the Ga 2 dimers stick out at an angle, giving rise to an unrealistically high charge corrugation, and, in correspondence, an unacceptably high surface energy. Alternatively, the surface can be smoothed by breaking surface dimers, and removing one Ga atom from each of them. However, the surface energy is again unexpectedly high. As it turns out, the reason now is that dangling bond surface states are formed [104] . Eventually, calculations suggest that both the unrealistic corrugation, and the costly dangling bonds, can be eliminated, and a substantially lower energy state reached, by a simple kind of "1×1" reconstruction. Here, remarkably, the two outermost surface layers have become Ga III-like (with an in-plane expansion, as required by epitaxy on α− Ga), and fully metallic. [100] .
While it can be argued that an atomically thin metallic overlayer will quite generally contribute to lower the surface exchange-correlation energy of a bulk nonmetal [71] , it is also clear that the surface metallization which is predicted to take place on α−Ga(001) would not have had a chance, had the dangling bond surface states not been there on the ideal surface, in the first place! In this sense, this SIM transition has a point in common with the SMI's discussed in the previous section. Both of them take place, in order to eliminate half-filled surface states.
As this might be quite an interesting SIM test case, I would like to take this chance to remind the experimental community that, with the notable exception of very careful STM studies [105] [106], there is as yet no experimental study addressing specifically either structure, both atomic and electronic, or excitations, of α−Ga(001).
B. Be(0001)
Hcp beryllium is another interesting semimetal, which has in common with α− Ga a clear pseudogap in the bulk electron density of states, constituting a signature of covalent bonding. Unlike α− Ga, however , it is not so easy here to connect bands with bonds, and in fact no pairwise bulk covalent bond have been identified. Boron is another element where the same "problem" arises. There, three-center bonds have been discussed, as the way to understand covalency in real space. [107] , and maybe three-center bonds should be invoked in Be as well. As discussed by Stumpf at this meeting [101] , in the case of Be, the covalent semimetallic state is connected with a shorter c/a ratio, meaning that covalent bonds for an atom in a (0001) plane have to do with the six neighbors, three in the plane below and three in the plane above. As a purely heuristic device, we could therefore think of these as six "hole bonds". What this means is that with only two electrons, or six holes, in the (2s,2p) shell, each Be atom could covalently share a hole with each of its out-of-plane first neighbors [108] .
Let us now come to the Be surfaces. Stumpf has described, quite convincingly, how at the (0001) surface, Be gives up its covalency, locally recovering a fully metallic behavior.
This is another example of SIM, somewhat similar to that just discussed for α−Ga(001).
About the physical reasons which drive this SIM, we can at best speculate, in the lack of a good chemical understanding of even the bulk Be bonding.
At the speculative level, I find the hole bonding picture rather useful in this connection.
In particular, the reason for the SIM at Be(0001)can be seen as due to the necessity to eliminate the three "hole dangling bonds" which the covalent structure would retain per each surface atom. Unlike α− Ga, where a major reconstruction is necessary to eliminate the surface states, here the close-packed structure of Be makes the transition possible by a simple outwards relaxation, a kind of displacive SIM.
Based on this picture, I can further speculate about the possible role of temperature in this system. As T grows, lattice entropy should favor a propagation of the more metallic state deeper into the bulk, while electronic forces which oppose that should act as a limiting factor. As a result, the fully metallic state could remain confined to the first layer, or to a small set of layers (a sort of incomplete wetting of semimetallic Be by a fully metallic phase), or it could instead move into the bulk, and trigger other transformations as well. It would be interesting to pursue experimentally the question of which of the various possible scenarios is realized.
C. Ge(111) at high temperature
Another example of fine balance between bulk covalency and metallicity is offered by the group IV elements Si, Ge, Sn. Semiconducting Si and Ge, in particular, turn into good metals above their melting point. From the point of view of electronic structure, metallization has to do with the fact the fourfold tetrahedral atom coordination is lost, in the liquid state.
What should we expect of a semiconductor surface at high temperature? At the experimental level, we know that surface disorder begins to appear, even if only at the level of adatoms, at deconstruction. For instance on Si (111), 7×7→ 1×1 deconstruction takes place 70% of the melting temperature T m . On Ge(111), the c(2×8)→ 1×1 deconstruction occurs at even lower temperature, around 40% of T m . In both cases, it can be argued that adatoms become mobile, and diffuse on the surface. Therefore, a germ of disorder and atom diffusivity is already present at relatively low temperatures. This might suggest a gradual and continuous surface melting as T m is approached, a route which is common to most crystal surfaces. This would imply the growth, in full equilibrium, of a liquid metallic film on the semiconducting bulk, with thickness diverging as T → T m . On the other hand, we know from phenomenology that dispersion forces, surprisingly important in the surface melting problem, are going to make such a continuous melting impossible on a semiconductor surface. In this case, due to a "negative Hamaker constant" [109] , nucleation of a metallic film is welcome, but its thickness is confined to remain microscopically small. This behavior, when realized, goes under the name of "incomplete surface melting".
Ge (111) is perhaps the best studied case of semiconductor surface at high temperature.
Although there still is some controversy [110] (once again centered around He scattering data!), several groups have reported incomplete melting transition of this surface near 1050 K [111] [112] . Recent ab inito simulations also favor incomplete melting, and predict that it should go hand in hand with surface metallization [102] , for which there is now clear EELS evidence [99] . Generalizing (which may not be fully authorized!), I would venture to say that this example shows that SIM transitions are to be expected on semiconductor surfaces close enough to the melting point.
Unlike the T = 0 cases discussed above, the present case of a high-temperature SIM transition is not apparently related to eliminating surface states of the semiconductor. On the contrary, we do predict a very metallic density of states in the first bilayer, after the SIM has taken place. From the point of view of local symmetry, an atom in the first bilayer should fluctuate rapidly between a diamond, and an hexagonal diamond configuration [102] .
Photoemission from these first-bilayer states, if feasible, should prove extremely revealing as to the real nature and symmetry of these atoms, and of the surface metallization phase transition altogether. 
